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This book made me not want to stop reading until I had completely finishedTylerPearlman More than
1 year ago this book follows richard perry through his time in the vietnamese jungles it is not
however only about war but also about; Friendship, Loss, Fear and BraveryI could never do half of
what Perry and Peewee did when they were in Vietnam, and even though Perry is a fictional
character I came to really admire his courage and strength throughout the bookThis book will keep
you on your toes and pray for the main characterInfluence of author's military experience on its
writing[edit]v t e See guidelines for writing about novelsI learn about soldiers' experiences during the
warIt is very realistic, not a "James Bond" type of violence, and the soliders reaction to it is very
realisticPerry soon learns of the horrors of war, and faces many Vietcong along the rice fields, and
many dead comradesAll of the characters became close, as they had to, the guy next to them could
very well save their life on the battlefieldRichie believes he should join the army so he can escape
his future, which he does, he joins the armyAlthough Myers was never in the Vietnam War, he has a
strong connection with it;his brother died there

Perry is from the rough parts of HarlemMaybe that's a good thing, but I just kept expecting it to play
into the plot somehow (like with the squad fragging the racist Sgt)That night, Richie, Peewee, and
Jenkins go on night patrol with their squadFurther in the story Perry realizes that things are not what
they seem that the blacks have the most assignments to do in the war and not the whites, well the
more dangerous ones to be exactThere is much vulgarity and crude images that depict the realities
of the Vietnam War, very similar to the films of Full Metal Jacket and other Vietnam War classicsBut I
didis one of the most celebrated figures of the twentieth (Radioactivebookreviews.wordpress.com)
.more flag 1 likeLike see review It gives you a sigh of relief that the enemy is not the something
elseView Product [ x ] close I've Seen the Promised Land: The Life of DrWell as said by the main
character in the book, Richie PerryFallen Angels perfectly captures the reason whyOther editions -
View allFallen AngelsWalter Dean MyersSnippet view - 1988Fallen AngelsWalter Dean MyersNo
preview available - 2008Fallen AngelsWalter Dean MyersNo preview available - 2008View all Good if
you like that sort of thingAug 13, 2010 rachel rated it it was amazing review of another edition
Shelves: own, 2006-and-prior, kid-lit, re-read, this-is-america, 2012, black-lit In the past four months,
I've changed jobs, been forced to move out of my apartment back in with my parents temporarily,
and begun the arduous task of DIYing a long neglected house into a livable space without, y'know,
electrical wires dangling into the sink and cracked wood-paneled wallsThis quote makes me think of
the soldier's emotions and how they feel during pre-combat and afterOnce I started rolling on it, I
finished it in a few hours d53ff467a2 
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